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aj P d, "j 2 N} with some small positive parameter d. A branch and
bound (B&B) method is used to find a solution, in which a binary
tree is created; the corresponding proposed B&B algorithm is given
in Appendix A.

5. Applications to hydrocarbon combustion

The methods summarized in Table 1 are now applied to two
canonical problems widely used in turbulent combustion modeling
to build chemical tables [4,23,36–40]: chemical evolutions versus
time are obtained from zero-dimensional ignition of a fuel/air mix-
ture at constant pressure; similarly, evolutions versus physical
space are built from one-dimensional premixed flames for equiva-
lence ratios ranging between flammability limits of the mixture.
Chemical trajectories Y(xk, Z‘) are then organized for a set of initial
conditions Z‘, with xk either denoting a given instant in time (zero-
dimensional ignition) or a position in space through the flame
(one-dimensional premixed flames). Two fuels burning with air
are considered in the premixed flames database, methane and a
representative kerosene composition, while the self-ignition
context, including cool-flame effects, is addressed with an
n-heptane/air mixture.

As discussed in the preceeding section, both A.1 and A.2 allow,
using different tools, the control of species gradient-amplitude in
Yc-space. Overall, method A.2, which formally derives from A.1,
provides solutions much faster than A.1 with almost the same flex-
ibility on gradient control. For brevity only relevant results ob-
tained with a small amount of CPU time are presented (i.e., less
than 5 min on a laptop), in order to be able to address problems
with a very large number of trajectories, for instance due to multi-
ple inlets. Method A.2 then appears as the best compromise, with
A.1 as the second option if species-composition-space gradients
need to be controlled accurately, which is the case only in some
very specific applications, featuring a very wide range of time
scales, as for instance in the treatment of exhaust gases fluxes by
combustion.

5.1. Methane–air premixed flame

A library of one-dimensional premixed flames has been gener-
ated with the GRI-3.0 [41] chemical mechanism and the PREMIX
[42] solver, with transport properties expressed from the Hirschf-
elder and Curtiss approximation [43]. The fresh gases conditions
cover the flammability limits of methane–air mixtures over
q = 250 flames containing about p = 250 points, while the number

of species is n = 53, leading to about 3.3 million inequalities behav-
ing as constraints for determining a single progress variables cov-
ering all initial conditions.

Table 1
Summary of the automated methods for progress variable definition.

Method Progress
variables

Model problem

‘k 2 [1, p]’: trajectory point, ‘‘’: initial condition

A. Single
progress
variable

‘i’ denotes a species

Yc = a ! Y a ! dFk;‘
i P 0 8ði; kÞ 2 IðZ‘Þ and 8‘

A.1 Coupled
gradient
control

dFk;‘
i ¼ dYk;‘ % hk;‘

i doY‘

A.2 Global
gradient
control

a ! dYk;‘ P ymaxi¼1;...;n dYk;‘
i

!!!
!!! 8k 2 JðZ‘Þ and 8‘

All Optional
normalization

0 < Yc < 1

Notes: dYk,‘ = Y(xk+1, Z‘) % Y(xk, Z‘); doYk,‘ = Y(xp, Z‘) % Y(x1, Z‘); hk;‘
i ¼ jYiðxkþ1; Z‘Þ%

Yiðxk; Z‘Þj=bðmaxfYig%minfYigÞ; y to be determine with a, I and J ensembles of
points defined by Eqs. (10) and (11).
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Fig. 2. Temperature response vs progress variable. Line: Yc from method A.2.
Dashed: Yc ¼ YCO þ YCO2 . Methane–air premixed flame at equivalence ratio 1.3.

Table 2
Progress variable coefficients for methane–air combustion over flammability limits
(premixed flames database), nonnormalized Yc (method A.2 of Table 1).

Species ai Species ai Species ai

H2 %11.796243 CH3O %0.000922 HNO %0.107832
H %13.942108 CH3OH %0.070185 CN %0.008921
O %9.108564 C2H %0.036843 HCN %14.041268
O2 %141.121057 C2H2 %26.780023 H2CN %0.000074
OH %170.273630 C2H3 %0.010588 HCNN %0.000085
H2O 7.175836 C2H4 2.918515 HCNO %0.015065
HO2 %0.049467 C2H5 %0.000730 HOCN %0.020636
H2O2 %0.006776 C2H6 %0.123686 HNCO %6.62610
C %0.107610 HCCO %0.303510 NCO %0.019038
CH %0.029366 CH2CO %1.114097 N2 %35.335543
CH2 %0.289280 HCCOH %0.168362 C3H7 %0.000001
CH2(S) %0.015561 N %0.063930 C3H8 0.000076
CH3 %7.586523 NH %0.125385 CH2CHO %0.000106
CH4 %51.729868 NH2 %0.789434 CH3CHO %0.00013
CO 41.153269 NH3 %54.222633
CO2 14.055458 NNH %0.000648
HCO %0.073334 NO %17.716413
CH2O %1.248240 NO2 0.130901
CH2OH %0.028610 N2O %0.350673
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Fig. 3. Source of progress variable vs. normalized Yc, CH4/air combustion. The full
set of trajectories is shown. Method A.2 of Table 1.
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